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IHTllODUCTION 
It must be said at the outset that the efforts to be described here are 
only a fragment of the much larger Janus reactor project now being conducted 
at Argonne National Laboratory. In essence experimentation of this sort 
is a continuum of many preceeding studies into the physical, chemical, and 
oiological effects of ionizing radiations. Recauae of the vastness of many 
of these undertakin&s in terms of actual cost, man-hours ~pent, and the 
sometimes classified nature of the work individual experi.Jlieatation of this 
sort. has in the past, been limiteci. Many of the modern, useful studies 
since the early 1940's have ~een conducted under the auspices of the Atomic 
Energ.y Conaisiion. The com:niss1on gr~ historically out of the necessity 
ior shortening World war II by the development of n£ission bombs." Since 
that time, the commission has concentrated its efforts on the peace time 
uses ot the atom including as oue of its main aiuas the establishment of in• 
formation leading to tile application of 0 real1stic radiation standards and 
controls." 
Radioactive material has foun~ ever increasing application as a source 
of electrical power. Thia fact coupled with the extensive use of particulate 
and electromagnetic sources in industry and the healing arts as a therapeutic 
and • diagnostic tool gives reason for concern with respect to the s•fety 
fact.ors involved. ~».cute localised exposure during treatment and lethal or 
sub-lethal whole•body doaes clue to nuclear accidents a.re in a relative 
l 
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sense eadily controlled. Low level chronic irradiation. then, deserves the 
most concentrated investigation since it is both difficult to control and 
bas the potential to affect the greatest number of people as a possible 
consequence of occupational exposure. The above statement is further sub• 
stantiated by the fact that the combination of research, industrial, diag• 
nostic, and therapeutic sources represents approximately 43'%. o:f the low 
level irradiation to man, the remainder being received from natural sources. 
Major gaps in our understanding of the consequences of all types of 
radiation exposure involve: 1) its effects on biological systems with re-
gard to the radiation type, species, and cells, 2) the influence of ioniz-
ing radiation on the incidence of degenerative and neoplastic changes at 
the cellular level, 3) the mutagenic capability of radiation in general, and 
4) the possible decrease in life expectancy as both an immediate and a de-
layed effect of radioactive insult. An understanding of the effects of 
ac~te, chronic, and fractionated radiation on living systems will make us 
better able to understand the normal and the disease process. 
REVLI:.~ )F l'BE LITERATUR~ 
Our present under•tan4ing of radiation and its effects have stemmed 
primarilJ from the discovery of x-rays afid the development of tae first 
atomic pile. These aiscoveries were built upon more oasic observations in 
magnetism and electricity (Gilbert, 1600) and culminated with the des• 
cription of the passage of electric current through gases (Thomson, 1897). 
" In 1898 W.C. Rontgen 1s discovery of the fluorescence of barium platino• 
cyanide by cathode rays gave birth to the science of x-ray radiography. 
Tile discovery ot the emission 0£ alpba and beta particles by uranium 
(Rutherford, 1899), tlae isolation of the eleaents polonium and radium from 
pitdablend (Curies, 1898), tae discovery of the gaaaa 1ay (Villard, 1898) 
and the formulation of the basics of the atomic theory including the con-
cept of the neutron (llutkerford, 1919) were significant advances. Prom 
1920 to 1941 progress in electricity, atomic theory, and technology lead 
in 1942 to the first sustained nuclear chain reaction. 
From a philosoph.ical-aistorical point ot reference three apeciali&ed 
but related areaa of study nave entered into aay diacusaion of the theory, 
problems, and applications of nuclear science. On the oue hand atomic 
physics and radiobiologica.l experimentation have clarified matt)' of the the-
oretical considerations concerning the interactions of radiation with matter. 
3 
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In another area, clinical radiology has, in the past, concerned itself 
basically with practical applications. It was not until at least twenty 
years after x•rays became widely applied that the hazards of chronic occu• 
pational exposure became geneTally known. Research workers began in the late 
1920's to make discoveries regarding the possible long range (genetic) ef• 
fects of irradiation (Muller, 1929) but it vaa not until almost two decades 
later that this premature discovery becaae fully appreciated. 
In general, mall)' studies have concentrated on tke effects of ionizing 
radiation on cells at acute dosage levels !!! vitro. A number of similar 
investigations demonstrated tltat genetic effects were proportional to dosage 
(Sax, 1938 and 1940) and were related to physical breaks in tke ehromoaomes 
tkemselves (Koller, 1947). Brues and his co-workers in 1951 presented 
evidence of complete mitotic suppression of rat liver cells at exposure 
doses above 650r (roentgen) and a mitotic delay wit& a compensatory mi• 
totic increase after lower doses. MoTe recent studies llave indicated tit.at 
moderate doses (500r) of x•raya altkougll having caused only a short mitotic 
delay produced a def icieocy in tke amount of DNA synthesized in the succeed• 
ing generation by two•thirda no1'111&1; cells witk one•taird tae normal DNA 
complement underwent permanent mitotic arrest (Tolmach, 1971). In a com-
parison of the effects of neutrons and x•rays, mitotic inhibition and sub• 
sequent chromosomal abnormality was observed in cells with an absorbed doae 
of 87-145 rads of x-rays or 41•65 rads of fast neutrons (Sckneider, 1963). 
Both because analysis of the mitotic indices of the acinar cells of aubman• 
dibular glands has shown a turn over rate in excess of 60 days (Glucksmann. 
5 
ba$ been perforlJCld. 
Studies involving tha ef iecta of lc>tt level localized x•raoiation on 
.25r (Waite, 1967). Other studies revealed no mitotic '14pres.sion at the 
same expoaure levels (White, 196Q> Lurie. 1969). 
While the effects of irradiation on tlMt kit::ietica of the cell eycle 
physiologic and/or kietologic alteration.a W4t:re never seen in salivary glands 
before 1 oaya post•irTadiati~u after acute localiaed or whole body expoaure 
(Ivy, 1923; Pindborg, 1954; Eagliua, 1955). 
to 3000r of localized acute x•rediation Ha.owed a marked decr.-se in glucose-
6•phospute delaydrogeuaae specific activity b•&inning 3 liiaya after irradiatio 
(English, 1960). Tbe glu<toaa ... 6-phoaphate and iso•eitric syatema snowed 
th~ same types of suppression beginning at tke 8th day in aubDtaadibular 
glands of mice 111eutely expoMd to localized d<UUil& of x•rays in tlM range 
6 
of J.69Sr (Ito, 1967). Both studies also indicated that repair mechanisms 
became operable within 30 days after the in:tti.al exposure. In an.other 
series of exper i.mert.ts a decrease in the specific activity of aminopepti-
dase -was observed from 4-8 hours following irradiation of the salivary 
glo.nds with 2000-4000 rads of x-rays (Greenspain, 1964). The above inves-
tigations pointed to the fact that biochemical injury manifested itself 
sooner than morphologic damage. This molecular disarrangement continued 
through the period of observed histoL>gic h1jury at which time biochemical 
recovery began. This was followed i>y some type of morpho] n :;ic recovery. 
The dramatic results in terms of the acute lethal responses of living 
systerus to external emitters have been studied extensively since 1946. The 
same responses were in general seen in a variety of marmwls. In these 
studies it was n()ted that after whole body exposure of a group of animals 
to an aJ1sorbed dose of 600 ... 700 rads of acute x-ray radiation, no apparent 
injury could be detected until approximately the 8th <lay whe11 few deaths 
were recorded. These deaths reached a peak on the 10th to the 14th days 
and were attributed to bone marrow injury (Jacobson, 1949). Death was 
found to be preventable in each case by injectioe with unexpoaed bone 
marrow (Lorenz, 1951). If the absorbed dose was increased to 1000-2000 rads 
two mortality peaks were noticed, one at 6 days and anothe1· at 8-9 days. 
The first peak at this level was found to be due to intestinal injury 
(QuastleL, 1951) and the second peak to oral radiation death (Goepp, 1962). 
It is interesting to note that oral death was found to be caused by extreme 
do.mage to the p;)Sterior of the tongue and soft palate; acute death was 
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,,ttributed to dehydration and starvathm. ts the absorbed dose to exper-
imental systems was increased up to 10,000 rads all animals died of intestin• 
al damage ~ithin 5-6 days (Quastler. 1956). A~ove 10,000 acute whole body 
rads death was ascribed to neural injury (Cronkite, 1956). While the sali-
vary glands as th.a oral structures under consideration failed to show re-
markable pathology during the above periods at these dosage levels, acute 
whole body exposure of ttiice to levels of radiation below the typical 
LDso/JO value produced a number of interesting changes. It was found that 
young male and female rats exposed to 200r of acute total body x-radiation 
and allowed to live until unatural" death failed to gain weight as tast as 
controls (Schlock, 1950). It had also been discovered that the secretory 
ducts of the sub81andibular gland of adult male and female mice differed to 
the extent that they showed a sexual dimorphism (Lacassagne. 1940). Male 
mice surviving after exposure to doses between 400 and 799r of x-radiation 
and sacrificed at 360 days showed a decrease in both relative and absolute 
gland weiRbts by as much as 30"l.. The weights of female salivary gi.and:J, 
on the other hand, reu•ined constant because of an increase in the mass and 
number of the secretory tubules due to masculinization (Kohn, 1957). In a 
similar study female mice exposed t0 500r of x-rays and sacrif ieed at one 
year showed the same type of masculinization. The effects were attributed 
to hormonal imbalance caused by ovarian injury (Be.rdjia, 1961). From the 
above findings it ~as obvious that total body ~cute radiation produced 
long range direct effects on total body weigtat, other effects on male sub-
mandibular gland weight directly and/or indirectly, and indirect effects 
8 
on female gland weight through hormonal modifications. 
In contrast to the observed effects of acute exposure of the organism 
to ionizing radiations, the indications of damage at the sub-lethal and 
chronic levels have been more subtle. Studies have shown that two of the 
more reliable indicators of such. damage to animal populations have been the 
so called "aging" effect and tumor incidence. Other inquiries have been 
concerned with the relative biological effectiveness (R.B.E.) of various 
particulate and electromagnetic sources. but the bulk of past investigations 
have centered around the concepts of dose rate, fractionation, protraction, 
and the relationship of total dose to survival and recovery mechanisma. 
Much of the pioneering work in the above areas was accomplished in 
connection with the Manhattan project whose aim was to quantify and to de• 
termine "safe 11 , tolerated levels of exposure for the various type..: of radia-
tion. Early studies determined that fast neutrons and gamma rays both short-
ened life span and to some extent increased tumor incidence. These experiment• 
also produced evidence that the biologic effects were to some extent in• 
fluenced by the degree of the ionization produced (Henshaw, 1947). It 
might be said at this point that fast neutrons ( 103 EV) were described 
as more likely to produce ionization tracks by elastic scatter with target 
nuclei than by being captured as was the case with slow neutrons (Behrens, 
1964). T.C. Evans pointed out in 1948 that generally equivalent daily 
doses of fa.st neutTons were more effective in producing an LD50 effect than 
were x•rays. It was concluded that the R.B.E. for the late effects of 
neutrons increased with time. In another study that year one neutron 
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dose (lN) was found to be identical to 2.Sr of x•rays for acute effects 
while the same neutron dose (lN) was approximately equal to lSr for chronic 
life shortening (Stone, 1948). In direct contrast, dividing the dose of 
x-rays into two separate exposures 8 days apart enabled mice to withstand 
nearly twice the total dose of tne same x-rays before the LDso/30 was 
reached (93r to 536r). It was also found in this study that the mortality 
of mice exposed to fast neutrons followed a like pattern to that of x•irra• 
diated mice indicating similar recovery mechanisms from acute dam.age for 
both types of radiation (Melville, 1956). This apparent dichotomy prompted 
further investigation from waich it was proposed tkat radiation induced 
injury was a two component system, one of which was repairable and the 
other permanent (Blair, 1954). Part of the irreversible damage was found to 
be dependent on the linear energy transfer (L.E.T.) and tae quantity (r or 
rads) of toe dose; this irreparable damage was at least five times as great 
for neutrons at 90 days as for gamma rays. It was clear that the permanent 
component only became more manifest with increasing age (Mole, 1959; Spalding, 
1960). 
The influence of both total dose and fractionation factors has been 
examined in detail by a number of workers. One investigation showed that 
life span was shortened linearly according to an increase in dose of x•rays 
from 120-480r. The same study indicated that expanding the number of frac-
tions from three to six increased the mean life span by 30-40% of that ob• 
served by a reduction of the total dose to one-half (Lamson, 1963). While 
it was true that fractionation increased life span, the actual shape of the 
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ciose-respo1,se curve for life shortening was found to be linear or curvi-
linear for mice depending on the strain considered (Yuhas, 1969). The 
relationship between fractionation and longevity in mice was reviewed in 
another stu<ly. It was concluded that as fractions were numerically in-
creased the LD50 in r/exposure decreased. In these cases the time for re• 
covery became progressively less. It ~as also determined that if the number 
of fractions was increased the total LDso dose was increased along with 
the total recovei-y time (Krebs, 1965). 
Bearing a close relationship to these basic concepts was the notion 
1Jf dose rate. Clinical evidence indicated that the dose rate was not an 
important factor in. the typical therapeutic regime. Local application of 5 
to 500 rads per minute resulted in the same essential tumor dose effect 
(Fletcher, 1966). On the other hand, two day old chicks exposed to whole 
body neutron and gamma radiation at 6r/min, 12r/min, or 22r/min showed an 
increase in life span with a decrease in dose rate. This study pointed out 
• 
the importance of recovery phenomena to vital systems during longer ex-
posures {Vogel, 1955). 
Chronic lethality studies were undertaken by Neary and bis collabora-
tors and published in 1957. In this series of experiments mice ware subject-
ed to between 0.54 rads to 6.4rads/wk (gamma., fast neutron, and thermal 
neutron) for from 2-5 months. The effect of 0.54 rads/wk of fast neutrons 
on life span was small. At 6.4 rads/wk mean life was shortened by one-
third. After 6.4 rads/wk for 2 .. 5months reproductive function was impaired. 
Evidently fast neutrons could he implicated in a type of residual damage to 
the organism that was not displayed with the other types ot radiation 
tested. 
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The effects of chronic locally administered radiation on the histologic 
structure of the major salivary glands were found to be examined in only 
one study. Mice (CAF•l) were exposed to cobalt 60 radiation delivered 
locally to the submandibular glands at a dose rate of 12r over an 8 hour 
period for either 100 or 200 days. Mice which accumulated a total dose of 
2400r showed degenerative changes in both the submandibular acinar cells 
and secretory ducts that were characterized as being moderate to severe. 
One hundred day animals showed no such changes (Santangelo, 1965). 
Acute localized exposure has previously been me.nticned in reference 
to tumor therapy, and it was in this connection that the bulk of the 
studies involving the salivary glands was conducted. It had long been 
known that irradiation of the head and neck in the treatment of neoplastic 
disease resulted in xerostomia with associated swelling and pain in the 
region of the salivary glands, but early studies allowed that the salivary 
glands were in a relative sense somewhat insensitive to x•rays. Tllis 
relative resistance was related to the slow rate of cell division in these 
glands when compared, for example to oral epitltelium (Loeb, 1922). Sub• 
sequently, acute radiation to the salivary glands of dogs was found to 
reduce secretion to a minimal level approximately one month after irradi-
ation • Recovery processes began aiter that ti.Die with the result that the 
glands appeared clinically normal within 3 months post-irradiation 
(Case, 1925). Ivy (1923) attributed the depressive effects of x•rays on 
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glands to altered blood flow. Three years later, J. Ewing (1926) pub-
lished his view which stated that the damaging results of x•radiation 
were caused by the combined effects of this emission on both the lymphatic 
and vascular syst~s. Further study of effects of x-radiation on the 
salivary glands indicated that the acinar cell nucleus was the most sen-
sitive element; other changes, edema, inflat11D8.tion, and fibrosis appeared 
after this initial injury (Friedmann, 1942). 
Single exposures of rat submandibular glands to selectively applied 
x-rays at exposure levels between 480r and 3500r produced no remarkable 
histologic pathology at any dose when animals were sacrificed 21 days 
after irradiation. Acinar cells of the parotid glands, however, were 
described as showing pyknosis and chromatolysis of nuclei and albuminuous 
degeneration of the cytoplasm (Shafer, 1952). The same researcher showed 
that degeneration of the acinar cells and generalised inflammation of all 
three major salivary glands resulted after fractionated x-ray exposure to 
localized doses between 4500r and 8000r. Shafer concluded that: 1) all 
the bistologic changes observed were reversible; 2) the submandibular glands 
were the most resistant of the major salivary glands; and 3) fractionation 
~ 
enabled the animals to live after absorbing larger doses (Shafer, 1953). 
After localized administration of 1000r•l750r of x-rays English 
(1954) observed changes in dog salivary glands when sacrifice ~as delayed 
until 6, 7, or 8 months after radiation. Be stated that degenerative 
changes including glandular fibrosis and atrophy were the most prominent 
histologic findings. Recovery processes were evident by 15 months. 
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English (1955) re-examined the effects of radiation on rat salivary glands 
using dosimetry similar to that used in the above study. All glands were 
found to be in some degree affected when examined at 16, 21, and 100 days, 
although the submandibular glands were damaged most markedly. A similar 
study which utilized rats given daily consecutive 850r doses of x•raya for 
4 days shO¥ed a succession of events in which the acini of submandibular 
glands weTe found to be the 1110st sensitive to radiation and the excretory 
ducts most resistant with the intralobular ducts intermediate (Cherry, 1959). 
Kuman salivary glands taken from radical neck dissections following 
radiation therapy showed fatty degeneration and atrophy. In these instances 
no evidence of regeneration was found when the glands were examined frOBI one 
month to two years following irradiation (Kosboum, 1953). Such results 
served to indicate species dif feTences in sensitivity and recovery mech-
anisi.ms (Van den Brenk, 1969). 
fractionated cobalt megavoltage was applied to the salivary gland 
complex of rats at an absorbed dose of 600 rads adtninistered every three 
days until 2400, 4800 7200 total rads were delivered. Animals in this study 
that were sacrificed at 7 to 55 days afteT irradiation displayed evidence 
of typical degenerative processes at doses as low as 2400 rads to the sub• 
mandibular glands; some type of recovery began after 55 days. It was 
concluded that: 1) x•rays were 1110re damaging than cobalt rays; 2) 
the submandibular gland was the most sensitive gland~ and 3) none of the 
damage observed was totally reversible (Elzay, 1969). The last statement 
is in agreement with Cherry and Glucksmann (1959) whose findings domonstrated 
,hat dtacugh regeneratiou of irradiated 1u1.livary 3lands began at two 
n:·:>t tbs, this "recovery1' was accomplished :,')y an increaaed incidence of 
adevomas. The fact tlult cobalt 60 gal.'flfN! rays vere less damagina than x• 
rays wa$ adequately cleniooatrated in yet another study which allowed tkat no 
detect~bh b.i.st:ologic da•ge to the s:f.ngiva ar alveolar bone of rate was 
Bfperent after local exposvre to 2040r or ga8* ray• aa opposed to tile 
ume qua>1tity of x•ra.ys (Meyer, 1963). Aecftding to D.P. Sin11 (1972) 
cotalt 60 irradi.\lti"n of the aubmanditndar glands of rabbits tll a total 
doae ot 6000 rada produced no p~•t-irradiation fii>roeb OT inflammation 
~h~n examined ~t 45 or 90 Gays, althouth a decrease in tlM l'Wft1ber of sertl\ls 
cells was noted. It was clear that the t•reahold of response was elevated 
In this apeciea. 
The posaible consequences of chronic. protracted irradiation upon tbe 
m~jor salivary glands, as on most other organs, is incompletely understood. 
It ta the purpose of this st:'-'dY to elucidate the magx2itudc of so1Ma of these 
ef fee ts ::u produced by levels of irra<listion that aight be received thro&Sgh 
ioribint, sou:rcas 1n cient'1l a.rad medi,cal practices. 
MATER.IA LS A ND METHODS 
'the cimals 
The Sulivary gl•rnds invtti:>tigat~d iu this project were obtained frooi 
153 BCF1 mice. The animals reprea..:nt,~<l "' first geueration nybl'id oi;veloped 
by cruas >.>reeding B,.\LB/c aud C57BL/6. ,~.11 the ;;iubjt:ct.s were 90-130 day old 
males weighing between 30 and 33 grams. Their diet c•:n1aisted of Purina 
l,a;.)or:"'tory Chow .md water ad libitum for th~ duration of the 1;.!Xporiment. 
Radiation 3ource 
The entire radiation aerie~ was accomplished by utilizilli the Janus 
reactor wbich wa• th~ property of the Uui~ed 3tat~a Atomic £nurgy Colllirnia· 
sion and located in the diviaian of biological and medic•l res•arcb at 
Argonne National Laboratory. The Janus facility was basically a 200 KW 
therBlill reactor which could operate to provide a spectrum of law to higla 
neutron flux and thereby corresponding changes in dose rate. The core was 
composod of 93'%. enriched 235u • aluminua alloy while the floora, walls, and 
ceiling of the reactor roem consisted of varying thicknesses of borated 
hardboard, lead, aluminum, and cement covered by neutron·absorbing paint. 
The source was calculated to provide, at a power level of 200 KW, a neutron 
dose rate of 5000 rads/hr at 1 meter. The mean neutron energy was de-
signed to be 1.2 MEV at 1 meter aud to decrease to 0.9 Ml!."V at the rear 
wall, but the presence of biological material significantly reduced the mean 
15 
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ener~ co a valYe of 0.65 MEY. Mnuitoriu~ equipment included 3 channel~ 
wbich would $LJ1ultaneoualy detect neutron fltJ'"' neutron dose rate, faat 
ne~tron re~ponse, aud tisaue dose due to all cot!Jfonenta. 
Biological mater .lal was dsr) subjected to ~ TaOilliltion utilizing 
the same re.actor and monitoriag equipment. In thh ease cobalt 60 af 
activity 4.l cur uu vas used aa the core. tlaia source produced 1.2 MEY 
6ailllMI :rtidiation at a distance of 1.3 JDeters. I1 order to CGiltp<h1aate for 
ra~ioactive decay of thh botope, t.M ad.m.d4 were expoaed for c:orTrUpond• 
1ngly lo.:.aer peri'1ds each month by the employment of .an adjustment factor. 
Sacrifice Series 
In all 153 aubtala were used ba the atudy. ?he anl.mlilh in cctcb 
catt:eory wene divided Lto ccm,tr.:Jls t:tna :SlJ~..:bieull to .. ~e irradiiate<l. noth 
the irr4li.liateo .1crnd the corctrol £:nimals 'tlet·e subdivided int" ~roupt> c>i 
ap~Jr·Jl'lil&l<:itti!l) 1'5, wh:tcll :reprase11tec .a predete1:mlr.ed <J<'H::.rifke ~cheifol~ 
of :L1, 32. 44, :::o, 58 1 anlli 66 lie@, b11:.erva!e fr0m the t,agin:;1ili6 ill ir• 
n~ «'.ltfori. Thttt is neutron anittWls ~ere sulJj•cted to radiation for a total 
o.t: 24 consecutive wee:>.s <i!Dd -ere siu::riHced at 4. 8, and 20 weeka post• 
irradiation. Gamma antmela ,.,.,.re siailarly irradiated .and eacrHiced at 
po•t•i.rradiati.'ln iutervah oE 26. 34, and 42 weeks. 
,.nimal.s frilm e.:leh interval were divided to allow six separate sac.-
riflce dateG canuenc!ug in ,,pril and cerminating in September. .'.bout four 
•11iraala .from each of the approxiutely 10 representina any particular interval, 
011 each 1:1.acri£ice dste, were randowly ~elected as subjects .tor tracer 
17 
st1.Ldiea. The rewainio.i 6 subject.a were desi,guatcui tor routine histolo~icd 
evl.lluation u•ing eor.ventional method• (Table 1). As:ii.aals o.t tioth the 
nautTon and gal'ilmlil b:l'.'adlatiea categoriea r~aived 3 e"posures par week 
e;iven on Mondays. Wednesdays, .and Fridays (?able 2). 
Neutron an:lraab received a total oi. 300 rada whole body dose given at 
4.17 rads/per exposure for 72 ••pai-ate e:itposurea. Eased on tile theo-cetical 
&.u.E. factor of J tor Deutroc$• ~81111114 animals received a total dose of 900 
ra~s ior the same nuaber of expoaurea (Table 3). 
\ll control animals euc:nmtareo the same living conditions a.t tile 
el>posed .specimens vitb the exception or tu radiation itself. then 
controls were wheeled to th• door o! the re•ctor room when tbeir reapectiv. 
~roupa were exposed. The control aniaels were tllen ret¥rned to the animal 
care facilities 4fter tbe particular dailJ irradiation aeries. 
&S~ ::J,:. ut2.gn.ph:r 
As inoicateo above, al:u>ut 6 aaimals in total (2. at each ucrifie.e 
da\:e) tor eacb of 3 intervals vel'e tbe subjecta for tracer studies. },pprox• 
imately 6 aniaala from each interval in group c. tbe control 6l'Oup, were 
selected in s similar manlltn'. 'rhea« mice were iujacted intraperitoneolly 
~ida l micro curie per gram body veight ot tritium labeled thymidine llavin~ 
an activity of 0.36 curio per aillimola. After oue hour the animals were 
sacrif icec.i using ether. '?ha aubmandibular 11.bnde at thi.8 time were c:.&Pfully 
diHectedt fixed in au odequ•t• voluaa of 101. neutral formalia, atui ee.bedded 
in paraffin. 
io 
Deparatfin1zeo 5 micron thick tiaaue section•, prior to developing. 
were coated witb llllllltad ltoadk •Tll2 e1ttulsion and were lefc undisturbed for 
21 aaya. Radiographic proeeaaing vaa ca»pleteu by counterstainlna with 
rtuclear faat red and indigo carmine. 
,, cell densitJ index waa deten11ined by studying 36 llematoxylin .atl4i 
eosin section•. repre$enting eqtUtl nuahera of ttautron and sa.rama. animals 
both irradiated an..i control, mict'oacopically at 450 aaguifU:ationa uaing 
G »qua.re reticule of 110 microns op eacla aide. The total nua!:>er oi cell a 
pet' reticule, ae evidenced hy their nuclei, were co\mt•d randomly repeating 
taia procedure for 10,0 typical fields per radio.autograph. .~ nutMd.eal 
average of cell.a wit.htn tlt.eu fields was tben calcu.lated (table• 4. 5, '• 
ami 7). Since tlaere waa evidence that the Blimber ot cells in the fields. 
was :reproducibly bip, t!M Man in eae.a ca.tet;ury wa.s used as a basi1t for 
deterl'Aiini.n~ the number ot fields of leb•leu nuclei ri.eceslJ&ry to produce 
a ratio of labeled cells pe~ 1000 total cells on every radioautograph 
•tudied. ?1aili va.s co1u11•rcu:l to be the labeled cell index. 
otaer !"!!thod• 
Histolo~ical evaluation of tbe 96 resaainins animals frot11 both 
radiation catOijOt:ies w«ul conducted after flxatioi:t in neutral for•lin 
ai•d staining with heaatoxylin and eosin. laca section vaa systematically 
inapeeted for evidence of radiation ind~ced tiaaue 8nd cellular patl\ology. 
Thia method ot evaluation 1ncluaed an examination for gross tire11kdiwu 
oi tisaue layers. tis~ue edema. atypical cells, cellular debris ~nd 
nuclear chaagea. 
Emtie.:.ded 1r.i0terbl representing the lahe le(! sped.re.ens \ls•~ in the 
tucer study \u1.s also 8ubjecte<i to qu.altUtive .a. "lyds utilhitti thfl 
reriodie acf.o Schiff (P •. :.s.) reaction ancl tbe alciar. blt;e ruethod to sta1a 
f~'>r neuti:d an<'l act.d polyaaceharide• reapectivelJ. !luclur f••t red vae 
used as a counteratain t1itb akhn l.lue while lifJlt p:eet, stain 1Qas 
etllployed 1n tbe P .>. S. teehni<J,ue. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Bistologic Evaluation 
In its normal state, the submandibular gland (Plate I, Figure l) of the 
acF1 mouse contains a nUmbeT of easily identifiable structures. It is the 
largest of the major salivary glands in this animal and occupies a position 
in the ventral midline just below the tongue. This usually bilobed gland 
is covered with a moderately thick connective tissue capsule which divides 
these lobes into lobules at tke microscopic level. In sections stained with 
hematoxylin and eosin at 450 magnifications long, branched. excretory ducts 
are observed between individual lobules of this tubuloalveolar gland. These 
ducts are lined with columnar type cells the cytoplasm of which stains 
faintly pink. Continuous with these ducts is a system of characteristic 
tubules whose cytoplasm is rich in eosinophilic staining granules. These 
low columna.r cells with centrally located nuclei and prominent basal stri-
ations form the so-called striated or secretory ducts. Scattered between the 
striated tubules ~re the secretory acini. The triangular cells forming each 
alveolus are arranged in tufts made conspicuous by the presence of large~ 
deeply staining round or oval nuclei with great amounts of evenly distrib· 
uted chromatin. The lightly basophilic staining cytoplasm of these cells is 
disperswd in a somewhat irregular manner prese1ting the appearance of intense 
vacuolation. Linking the secretory acini to the striated ducts are the 
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short, less easily identified intercalated ducts. Because of their size 
these ducts are difficult to detect and when found display some character-
istics in common with both the striated and acinar cells. Evidence of cap• 
sulnr connective tissue is found between groups of acinar cells as indivdual 
fibroblasts and small collagen bundles. Numero·us lytnph anrl blood capillaries 
can be seen cut in crosri :;ection 1"ithin this supporting, t:isaue. 
The examination of 26 neutron irradfoted at'ld 24 neut1·01; control spec-
imens produced no evidence of detectable histoloi;!.iC damage. i sin;ilar in• 
vestiga.tion o~-: 26 gamma irradiated and 20 tDl\'llll8 control ghm:ls produced 
identical results. These glmids represented every sacrifice interval 
(T;ible 1), and all ~ere stained with he111atoxyl in and eosi11. 
Histochemistry 
Sections of gland tissue taken from 16, 300 rad neutron irradiated 
animals and 16 controls (Table 1) showed no remarkable qualitative changes 
when stained with alcian blue. The nuclei throughout each section stained 
deep red to purple while the cytoplasm of the striated and intercalated 
ducts stained almost clear to light pink. Between the tufts of acinar cells 
the connective tissue framework took a light blue color; the acini themselves 
stained pink (Plate II). Sublingual glands, usually removed together with 
the glands under study, showed a deep blue coloration with the alcian blue 
technique. 
Fast neutrons applied to the same number of aniDISls produced no siguif-
icant change when examined using the P.A.S. reaction. Both control and 
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irradiated specimens consistently displayeti similar staining characteristics. 
The granules of the cytoplasm of the striated and intercalated tubules were 
colored green to green-black; whereas the acini in all sections stained a 
characteristic purple to magenta (Plate III). 
Radioautography 
The mean number of cells per reticule (cell density index) for 300 rad 
neutron animals. found by counting 100 reticules on each of 9 hematoxylin 
and eosin stained sections, was 50 rounded to the nearest whole number 
(Table 4). A similar procedure. utilizing 9 neutron control 1ectionf, 
produced an identical mean of 50 when again rounded to the nearest whole 
number (Table 5). 
The same number of 900 rad gamma irradiated and control specimens, com-
puted in a similar manner, showed respective values of 47 (Table 6) and 46 
{Table 7) for the cell density index. 
Statistical evaluation of the results obtained from the labeled cell 
index for 300 rad neutron irradiated animals injected one hour before 
sacrifice with tritiu1v labeled thymidine, when compared to the same index 
for the.tr controls (T.~bles 8, 9, and 10) sbow$d no significant difference 
(at the 95~ ievel of confidence) for the intervals 28 weeks (p~0.20), 
32 weeks (p.:0.06), or 44 weeks (p~0.18). 
The analysis of the labeled coll indices of submandibular glands of 
anitr.als e~cposed to 900 rads of gatmn.!l irradiation a(Jd again thymidine injected 
when compared to gamma controls (Tables 11, 12, and 13) 3lso showed no 
no significant dif ferenee in this index at the 95% level when the 
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50 (p-::0.45), 58 (p-""0.94), a.:od 66 (p..:.~0.69) week intervals were cor:sidered. 
When tht'! labeled cell ind.ices of all 3 neutron sacrifice ir,tervals 
(28, 32, and 44 week$) were combined and compared to neutron controls repre-
sentin& the same sacrifice intervals, an increase in chE: nWlibers cf labeled 
cells 'tltC:& seen in neutron in:adi.a.ted gla:nds, which was statistically sig-
rifi c.ant p<:0.01 (Tal,le 14B). i\ sin:ilar pool of the ir,dices of gair.nw. :i.rrzadi-
ated submandibular glaods when compared t.J pooled &amma controls showed no 
significant oifference in labeled cells (p.:::0.22). 
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J'uly 
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1 l 1 
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lutwva.l (vk) 
!10 5i 66 
2 ? l 
l 3 3 
1 l 
1 3 l 
1 9 6 
1 
... 
71 Ttttc! 
153 Grand t~tal 
a•uu.trou ul•• tn·adi•t•d -l.abeled; P.i .• .S. <And •lcfon blue 
P•MlutTua ulu irra4i•t•<l -'4iiaoelefi; 16.Jt n.17 
e·~utrcm •l•• eotrtrol -l•W.l•vi f.A,.S. and ak:l.en bl•• 
d""Mut.ron •1•11 control -1\Snloi;i.eled; ll6al. on1J 
~~i~ a~uival•~t to a (l•bele~ .!.I!!) t•gaMll4 eQ.~iY&lent to ~ 
g•!};ama equival•t to c (1.aNl•~ pp~.J) h·~~ etiuivt!.le:nt to d 
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Tt.BLE 2 
Fractionated-Protracted Exposure Schedule 
Exposures 
Group per Exp. time Irradiation Total # 
Code week {min} Da1s time {wk} Fractions 
mu 3 15 MWJi' 24 72 
GMI 3 15 MWr' 24 72 
NMC 0 }]YJ}? 0 
GMC 0 MWF 0 
TABLE 3 
Dosimetric Data 
Group Total Ra1.h.ation Rads/ .Ooae Rate Energy 
Code Dose Stualit? Exp. {radslminl !MEV~ 
mu 300 fn 4.17 .28 1.2 
GMl 900 gamma 12.5 .83 1.2 
NMC 0 0 
GMC 0 0 
25 
Interval (!kl 
28 
28 
28 
34 
32 
32 
44 
44 
44 
y~ll Dansitt lode' - Neutron 
(Cells/Reticule) 
In:adfated 
.-\nimal :Number ~- 'cellsllreticule 
24a 50.88 (51) 
25a 52.65 {53) 
9la 49.36 (49) 
43a 46.90 (47) 
ll6a 50.t>l (51) 
194a 47 .65 (48) 
66a 57.58 (58) 
i7a 49.69 (50) 
149a 45.92 (46) 
Gran~ Total X8 (cells)/9 
50.05 U!) unL;\beled cells/reticule 
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TABLE 5 
Cell Denait:z: Index - NeutTon 
(Cells/ieticule) 
Controls 
-Interval 'wk2 Animal !!umber x. 'celhllreticule 
28 2lc 55.86 (56) 
28 l68c 51.43 (51) 
28 169c 49.55 (50) 
32 4lc 52. 77 (53) 
32 42c 44.92 (45) 
32 118c 45.19 (45) 
44 224c 52.42 (52) 
44 225e 49.62 (50) 
44 70c 51.18 (51) 
Grand Total Xa (cells)/9 
50.32 ~) unlabeled cell•/reticule 
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--
Interval (wk} 
50 
50 
so 
58 
58 
58 
S.6 
66 
66 
TABLE 6 
Cell l>ent&t,.lndex - 9!.!!!! (cells eticule) 
Irradiated 
Animal )h.mlber 
322a 
323a 
406a 
35la 
482a 
483a 
428a 
429a 
503.a 
ia (cella)/retic~le 
52.67 (53) 
43.53 (44) 
43.83 (44) 
46.21 (46) 
51. 71 (52) 
45.87 (46) 
42.86 (43) 
54.68 (55) 
42.71 (43) 
-Grand Total X8 (cells)/9 
47.45 <!!l) unlabeled cells/reticule 
28 
Interval (wk} 
50 
50 
50 
SS 
58 
58 
66 
66 
66 
TABLE 7 
pell Denaitf Index • GaDJD'la 
(Cell~/Reti~ule) 
Cont-rols 
Animal Number 
327c 
24lc 
242c 
477c 
274c 
275c 
425c 
50lc 
502c 
X8 (cells)/reticule 
47.08 (47) 
49.35 (49) 
49.41 (49) 
44.60 (45) 
50.20 (50) 
41.39 (41) 
42. 71 (43) 
44.97 (45) 
41. 72 (42) 
Grand Total X8 (cells)/9 
45.72 (!§,) unlabeled cells/reticule 
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TABLE a 
Lab41led Cell Index - Neutron 
(labeled cells/1000) 
lp.terval {wk) 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
Interval (wk) 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
E X3 ~ 28.00 
-Xa :: 4.67 
~xa2 .::: 174.00 
(aa)2 = 784.00 
2 -S8 - 8.00 
Irradi.tlted 
Animal Number 
2.4.a 
25a 
9la 
92a 
174a 
l7Sa 
Control$ 
Animal Number 
2lc 
168c 
169c 
93c 
94c 
Cells/10001 
1 
2 
4 
5 
8 
8 
Cells/10001 
l 
4 
4 
2 
2 
-Xe - 2.66 
'E x.c2 = 41.00 
(l:Xc)2 :: 169. 00 
sc2 .::. l.80 
t :::: l.39 
==== 
p ~ .OS 
1 20 reticules counted (1000 cells/50 unlabeled cells per 
reticule) 
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Laoeled Cell Index - Neutron 
(labeled cells/lOOU) 
Interval (wk} 
32 
32 
32 
32 
.!p.terval {wkl 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
~Xa = 21.00 
Xa - 5.25 -
:2...)( 2 
a ::. 121.00 
c~x )2 :: 441.00 
a 
s 2 :: a 3.58 
s -:: 1.58 p 
D -::: 7 
f 
Irradiated 
~>.nimal Number 
43a 
ll7a 
l99a 
200a 
Controls 
Animal Number 
4lc 
42c 
198c 
118c 
119c 
~Xe 
Xe 
~x 2 
c 
<~Xc>2 
s 2 
c 
CelhllOQ,01 
4 
4 
8 
5 
Celb/10001 
3 
2 
l 
4 
4 
::: 14.00 
- 2.80 -
- 46.00 -
::: 196.00 
- 1.70 -
t::: 2.31 
p > .05 
1 20 reticules counted (1000 cells/SO unlabeled cells per 
reticule) 
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TABLE 10 
La~eled ell Index - ~eutron 
labeled cells 1000 
Interval (wk} 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
Interval {zkl 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
~:;{a - 30.00 -
Xa - 5.00 -
~x.2 :: 164.00 
c~xa)2 :: 900. 00 
s} -- 2.80 
"" 
Sp -= l.98 
Df -::: 10 
J.rradiated 
Anbul Number 
ooa 
67a 
l99a 
150a 
222& 
213.a 
Control a 
Animal Numl>er 
70c 
7lc 
224c 
225c 
147c 
148c 
cells/10001 
4 
4 
6 
4 
8 
4 
CellsllOOol 
2 
3 
3 
8 
3 
2 
:: ~x c 21.00 
-Xe -- l.50 
;.,.x 2 -- 99.00 --
c 
(2'Xc)2 - 441.00 -
s 2 :; 5.10 
c 
t-:::. l.;H> 
p 7 .05 
1 20 reticules counted (1000 cells/50 unlabeled cells per 
reticule) 
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Labeled Call Index • Gamma 
(la~eled cells/1000) 
Ipt:erval (wkl 
so 
50 
50 
50 
so 
sol 
Iaterval (wk) 
50 
50 
50 
~ x. 23.00 
X8 4.60 
~ Xa2 =. 121.00 
~x )2 = 529.00 a 
s.,_2 J.ao 
Irradiated 
,.\nim;;~l Number 
3Z2a 
323a 
4064 
407a 
249a 
2.50a 
Controls 
.tt.nima.l ~waber 
327c 
24lc 
Z42c 
Cells/10001 
4 
3 
4 
ti. 
15 
Cells/10002 
3 
~Xe 
-
8.00 
Xe = 2.67 
~ x 2 = 23.00 
c 
~Xc)2 :::: 64.00 
s 2 -· .85 
-c 
t ·~ 
p > .OS 
l 21 reticules counted (1000 cells/47 unlabeled cells per reticwle) 
2 22 reticules counted (1000 cellll/46 unl&heleci cells per reticule) 
3 Th.is specimen eliminated because of suspected adenoma 
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TABLE 12 
Labeled Cell Index .. Gamma 
(labeled cella/1000) 
Interval (wk) 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
Interval (wk} 
58 
58 
58 
"L X8 = 17.00 
Xa = 2.83 
~x 2 = 67.oo 
a 
(LX )2 = 289.00 
a 
s 2 = 3. 78 a 
ii-radiated 
Animal N'1Jllber 
35la 
482a 
483a 
272a 
273a 
352a 
Controls 
Aniaa.l NUDlbex-
477 c 
274e 
275c 
s;ell1/lQQQl 
l 
4 
3 
5 
0 
4 
Cells/100o2 
3 
2 
2 
~x = s.oo 
c 
xe == 2.66 
L. Xe 2 ::. 22.00 
('.i:X )2 = 64.00 
c 
s 2 = 4 67 c • 
t = .12 
== 
p ~.OS 
1 21 reticules counted (1000 cella/47 unlabeled cells per reticule) 
2 22 reticules counted (1000 eells/46 unlabeled cells per reticule) 
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TABLE 13 
Labeled C!ll Iudex - a.mma 
(labeled cells/1000) 
~nterval (wk) 
'' 66 
66 
66 
Interval (yk1 
66 
66 
f.6 
~ x = 15.00 a 
X8 = 3.75 
"':i_x8
2 :::: 95.00 
~X8)2 =- 225.00 
s 2 :::: 12.92 a 
s :::: 2.18 p 
Df -: S 
Irradiated 
AniJDal lµ!!ber 
428a 
429a 
503a 
504a 
Controls 
Animal Number 
425c 
50lc 
502c 
CellsllOOOl 
2 
1 
9 
3 
Cella/10002 
3 
2 
4 
~ x = 9.00 
c 
i'c = 3.oo 
~x 2 =29.oo 
c 
~Xc)2 -= 81.00 
se2 =- o.oo 
t::.. -~ 
p > .05 
1 21 reticules counted (1000 cells/47 unlabeled cells per reticule) 
2 22 reticules counted (1000 cells/46 unlabeled cells per reticule) 
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Interval 
28 
2d 
28 
28 
28 
28 
32 
32 
32 
32 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
T1\BLE 14A 
Labeled Cell Index - Neutron 
(28. 32, and 44 week intervals) 
Irradiated 
(wk) Animal Numbers Cells/1000 
24a l 
25a 2 
9la 4 
92a 5 
l74a 8 
l75a 8 
43a 4 
117a 4 
196a 8 
200a 5 
,,. 4 
67a 4 
l49a 6 
l50a 4 
222a 8 
223a 4 
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TABLE 14:8 
Labeled Cell Index • Neutron 
(28, 32, and 44 week intervals) 
lnt!ryal (wk) 
2a 
28 
28 
28 
28 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
~- Xs. =- 79 
X8 =- 4.94 
~x 2 = 459 
a 
(:E.Xll)2 :=:.· 6241 
s8 2 = 4.60 
Controls 
Animal Number 
2le 
li8c 
169c 
93c 
94c 
4lc 
42c 
l98c 
uac 
ll9c 
70c 
7lc 
224c 
225c 
l47c 
168c 
37 
Cells/1000 
l 
4 
4 
2 
2 
3 
2 
l 
4 
4 
2 
3 
3 
8 
3 
2 
~ x ::::.48 
c 
-Xe = 3.00 
z..x 2 =186 
e 
(:EX ) 2 ::::. 2304 e 
sc:2::: 2.ao 
p '( • 01 
lst•mi 
50 
so 
so 
~o 
so 
sa 
51 
~a 
sa 
58 
SI 
" 66 
66 
66 
J.:i1Z1.,tieled c,~~l- l1H.ie;-1: .. Gile~ 
<so. sa. •nuii 66 ..... hatuvah) 
\gra4l!S~ 
b!k.l ~!!?! l le.t~ st•l t..•l H.>,99 
32ila 4 
J4la J 
41JM. 4 
407• a 
2.49a 4 
35.La l 
4ala 4 
483• l 
1.11.a .s 
213• 0 
3S2.a 4 
42~ 2 
4294 l 
!h>J& ,.. ;Y 
504• 3 
!J'!UiV!l .D!!a 
so 
-
50 
$() 
" 66 
" 
i-. :::. 4.67 
'i-1 2 --174.00 
a 
(L.'1:.,.)2. :::.. 714.00 
;j 2 :;;_ 8.00 
a 
,, -::: 2.00 
Dt :::: :U 
)io1r=rolt 
A!iH l }t\llfil.HlJ 
32J.;.; 
:l4h: 
2.42e 
411fl. 
'J.14<t. 
in~ 
4Z5c 
$6k 
SiJl~ 
-
£•l!ILL929 
3 
l 
2 
J 
2. 
l 
3 
2 
4 
Xe -:::- i.78 
L. X 2. -::: 73.00 
c 
2 (Llf.c) :::. i.25 
,$ 2 = .45 c 
t -:: .L.ll 
-
p >.OS 
ClihFTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
Objectiye 
The basic objective of this investigation w.. to deter•ine if neutron 
and/or gamma irradiation given for protracted periods at low doae rates 
would pToduce any detectable effect on the cell population of the aub• 
mandibular gland of the BCF1 mouse. If the two t,-pes of radiation did 
produce a measurable effect, tais would allow for a compari~on of ta. ob-
served results. 
Jlgaimttry 
the rationale that is used vita reg<&rd to dosimetry ia the fact that 
neutron radiation given to a total whole body dose of 300 rads and gaJISlil 
radiation delivered at 3 times this amount repreaants a relative biological 
effectiveness (R.B.E.) of 3 for neutrons as cou;pared to gammas for chronic 
life shortening in mice. Tbe R.B.E. for neutroas and ga.wria rays has been 
determined in a number of cln.ssic studies (Vogel, 1957; Vogel, 1958; 
Lesher, 1958). Tbeae investigations tacitly demonstrate the fact that tk• nu• 
merical value for the R.B.E. is valid only for tile particular endpoint 
studied. Thus, tba R.B.E. factor for 3 used in this experi1"'nt e~uals the 
SDean for the R.B.E. value determined from a number of pilot studi~3 for 
various periods of life shortening conducted in relation to the investigation 
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in question using this life shortening aa the endpoint (Argonne - Semi-
annual Report, 1970). The initial sacrifice interval (neutron 28 wks, 
gamma SO wka) chosen, tl&eu, is the period of 101. let'bality for the respective 
groups. The signifance of the 28 and 50 week .aacrifice is the fact that 
they represent periods of approximate equivalence, calculated in order to 
make coapariaon of neutron and ganaa ray exposed animals meaningful. 
The R.B.E. in tenos of the selection of equal doses is related to the 
linear energy transfer (L.E.T.) of individual particles. Tilus tile mass and 
velocity of particles combine to produce an energy dissipation per unit 
path tl\at is high for fast neutrons in comparison to gamma rays. Tile 
L.E.T. factor provides a method which seeks to relate to the R.l.E. to cell-
ular dimensions, and thereby provide a partial basis of explau.ation for the 
comparatively damaging results tbat have been observed after exposure to 
corpuscular radiation. 
Hi!top!thologx 
Ito visible histologic alte-ration of the sub•ndibular gland structure 
could be observed during the sacrifice intervals studies (Plate I, Figure 2). 
TD.e most frequently described changes, at relatively low radiation levels 
(1000 to 2000r), have been observed following a two week delivery period. 
The injury accUUtUlated over this short period of time is detectable far 
into tile 5th post-irradiation montb and aanifests itself primarily aa de· 
generative changes aeen in the acini in conjunction with inflammation of the 
surrounding connective tissue. Ryperehromatism, ple0110rphism, and variations 
in nuclear size, describe anatomic ch.anges waile extreJ'le cytoplasmic 
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vacuolation and decreased secretory activity are indicative of functional 
disturbances. 1\t higher doses, the acini, secretory tubules, and even the 
excretory ducts are affected. Some acini are observed to remair1 unaffected, 
others lose their secretory ability, and still others degenerate with signs 
of pyknosis, karyorrhexis, and karyolysis. The numbers of secretory granules 
in the striated ducts aod acini at times decr0ase marl<edly, and later hy-
alinized secretory material is dispersed throughout the intertubular con• 
nective tisaue. During this time, some acinar cells are seen in attempted 
division which leads to abnormal mitosis; other cells store great amounts 
of secretory product. Gluckisn;ann (1971) interprets this fin.ding as evidence 
of a type of compensatory hypertrophy. Such thinking is probably valid 
since irradiated glands seem to rec.:wer clinically following mild to mod-
erate radiation doses. 
That uistopathologic damage of the major salivary glands of the mouse 
has never b~•n observed for chronic or even acute exposure doses below 
lOOOr is indisp~t4bly true. However, since neutron radiation is by its 
na~ .ire more daaaging at lower exposure doses than the electromagnetic types, 
some changes at the microscopic level might logically be expected. To this 
may be added the fact that the R.B.E. for neutrons increases with time after 
exposure aa evidenced in the current Janus investigations by the 11pre•ture11 
arrival of the 10'1 cumulctive mortality figure for neutron (28 wks) animals. 
His toe hero is try 
Histochemical evaluation of the o.eutron irradiated suhmanciibular 
gland$ u:3ing the alcian blue ao.d P.li.S. technique proved unremarkable. 
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Sine• aeeretory d:Ut~banees 4'ff"iNr early atter CJ"ffil 1'.'ttlat1volJ low Goae.s 
of radtatioa 1 ftaaiuti® ot 8'1M:r•tory cell fuaettou in tena of f01•1b1• 
'V&ri..tltfoas 111 tt.id.nla• Jnp.rtle.a •-• to be a •••U;le Mtboci. 1-
l•vel. :nui1.at1® ied.Uit11•4 cll•u~gM 1.e tile gl:&M\llar tupporti.ng tis•_.. •l• 
though qtJ:lte r-are, oU.ara •notlMr poeeible appro.ea to tbll pl"obla. 
,ncuu clue 1'iil• !01" a s.u•t>•Y ot 7uJ:• beell c:-..ioel'ed <ia eaa.UJ •nU.ee 
tedud.que offeriag • aptoUic ataiaing r•ct.tc:m for .iacid ~opolJ~l'1ift• 
of eplth•U.al ilnd c.•nctive t.1aaue ~tata. M.:opol1eaec.uriU.a 1 ta aeural, 
au knatm t.o eo•a.b1 IM•N•ine ('Beta Jrg! woaaad.r•o) aa~ to oc.:u •• utere 
la e9bioatioi~ vf.tll b1d'I eolMu.ler t1Cigllt pl'oteina.. .A •. c:id muc~polyuccharidea 
Ail'• found t.o conc.b, iti adttit.to• to " MitOU.tn. • aecoad c,.,_..at. 
bh.uroni~ a'ld (»•ta Jrghn::wonic .leU). lhactn ttuU 19 deKribu .. _. a 
~?Uaiu (4't) cu•tai11.taa vol7aaccluudde b, lira dl!tlttca,.l union wt.tit. 
pope.la. Sw.C,lingqel alaadAI, MC.tioud alo1~ wttb U... tbsue uudar at.O,, 
give tile t7pieall7 l.ilue pl!Ht:l.t.iv. n.aetion !or &1<:1n. WlaU.e da• aubmeocU.klaY 
i land P"l'«nclt,- of tlw l.abor11tOQ" ~· la a~c: coutdei-e4 to uve & -.:..-
eompoaeat • it was apa~vl•t•d t.Mt ra•taU.on ia~ea dnlag• 1td.pt utd .. feat 
it•ali in tllct intert\lhuler coru:i~tive eom:t11ctive tiaa:i.ae. ~ c~tive 
tiaav4 llhJ.C1n of ~11 the al•IMi• o! ttM ll6Qtrou --~ e~rol groupe ata1ee4'l 
po.aiti"Yely ttitk ale Lia ti iu:t1. at() rNl diti.ei'enc.• iu eta:btlag pl:O.-rt1aa 
c:ould be detected. 
the P.k.S. re&ctiotl l:aaa dae e•p,+1~1ty to atata rather • wide ••riatJ 
of c.arbob:y'fft'ate eo.u1a1n1 COllflex•• 1ncl~~H.ng aali.ary glaa.S tRUG-oi4 aacl 
tM abundaut n.«Ntrel flllU.C.CtpOlJ•a.odiart.•a ot the cella ot: &•l"OU4 &lalHl•• 'ftae 
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latter are similar to the acid mucopolys~ccharide group except for tha 
substitution 0£ hexuronic acid with hexo$eS (Beta D-glucose) throughout 
the chain. Positive reaction of these neutral polysaccharides in the 
P .~ •• S. method results in a deep magenta coloration for all structurea 
containing this and similar compounds including the acini of normal aub• 
mandibular glanJs. Since both the neutron exposed and control glands fail 
to disclose a difference in staining properties, neither of the above 
methods indicates radiation induced damage to structural or secretot"J' com-
ponents of the submandibular gland. 
Radioautographt 
The technique of radioautography continues to be one of the best poa-
sible approaches to the study of DNA synthesis (Plate IV). Groups of cells 
synthesizing DNA rapidly, and therefore displaying a high mitotic rate are 
far more susceptible to the effects of ionizing radiation than are tho•• 
witll a so-called low turnover value. In this sense the submandibular 
gland of the mouse exhibits a proliferative capacity which is low in coa-
par ison to some other organ systems. On the other hand, if the technique 
is sensitive enough it should be able to detect even minute changes at the 
cellular level. 
Cells in early S and in G2 are most sensitive to the damaging effects 
of radiation. While it is not difficult to understand why cells in the S 
portion of interphase should be so sensitive. damage or block in G2 seems 
to depend on some. as yet, unidentified chemical phenomena. One hour 
after injection of an animal with tritiuai labeled th1111idine 95% is 
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axcreted; therafore the majority of calls to become labeled must incor• 
porate the thymidine material during thi.s time period. 
A. number of physical factors, aside from the quality a1:d total quantity 
of the radiation, determine th$ ultimate effect, not the least of which 
are the dose rate and fractionation factors. ,'\ low dose rate as well as 
fractio~ated schedule of exposure serve to provide relative protection if 
the total dose is large. In this study 300 rads of fast neutrons i.s just 
below the rD50130 (345 rads) for male BCF1 mice. FractionaUon for 24 
weeks obviously allows these aniK~ls to survive far in excess of the ir-
radiation period. Tke dose rate Gf .2Srad/min for neutrons and .83ra~/min. 
tor gamma rays (Table 3) provides the protective influence necessary for 
these animals to live what appears to be t1ormal lives. 
The low dose rate and scaedule of dose fractionation together supply 
the necessary protective effect, which manifests itself as an absence of 
visible histopathologic and histochemical damage. The fact that the animals 
fail to recover completely from the submicroscopic da1J1age induced by both 
the types of radiation becomes clear since deaths occur far ahead of the 
usual time in both the neutron and samma groups, presumably because of 
irreparable injury to some sensitive vital systems. The lengthy nature 
of the protraction allows little time for recovery during tbe 24 week 
radiation phase. 
:\s the analysis of the data indicates, the labeled cell indices 1 
which represent the number of cells in synthesis (S) during the first 
hour after injection of the tracer, for both radiation groups and their 
type <H <tlpha errar th.at w,,,_,1 d ~;e .tcccrt:i<;le (p:C.45 tr; ;~. ';14). •)n th.~ 
othQr hand• the thrc(; p valu12!s ::or th,-:: r..e.utt'".:';i "'uilt,;;ib 2re all . :i,XOuiJed 
r.e.i;,r:· 51'. co.•Uder.~e bvel ( p:G .. W to O. 00). : cmtlv•<rbo::'. o.£ tlw.Jiil ;> valiaea 
see~s to h~clicat:e that fl:l-:Ji:::r•)'« b:n:.11.liat:i>r• ceu!.>¢4 .,.re.>t:.a.t i;d.i:.t~lcl>~li?: in ~b!J 
l~h?le.J C'.el! index (lal.da<l c~l Li/lCh)O) th~;;, ~~o~s uu e.iu.iv<i1.leu~ JiJ~e .;>1 
\n exarui.;.ntl.011 :;f tuAea r.-13 $u.;a<r:at& th.b.t. both t~.11 >'>l radi-.tiou 
cauH an increase in thti tue<ii:n l<ii;el1ld cell indicas !er their re•pect.i..v-.. 
eac:i:ific~ ir,tervah. .·i.ltllou:t)l in :b:e 6lmliliil .J&l'l~a t.ba iigure;i .a;rf4 1citlaer 
•~11, the differential for th>& niaui.:r.1u A;{po3ed aroupJ awurs to short a 
trend t·~.ard '·m incre1H1e in the nwnbn.~ o.t: cells lx'l n:1it:osis i;: tlwac ~lAmia 
as ,, cor;ih't..p.1er...:~e of e4posurii! to ra~i.::itiott at the levd:.1 use\i in thh atu.<iy. 
ln tlli:J cQnnection it appears that H the sa?Gple size were increat.l~IJ 
at eacll int'1rvn1, a sttlt:lstiedly eianiH.cant t'Oliulc "ould be ol...t'-'itwd at 
le•st for the ueut:ron srou~. This state1~nt: iJ shO'Gin to be cle.ui·ly t:rue bJ 
the f:ect that wit.en the result I! of Che lei.coled eel l couut;; of ~u tbc neutron 
intervals :ire poobu aud compared tv al;;:;tlarly po,Jletl ooutroh tha dt1t~ 
are signHicant p(0.01 (T..1ble 143). Si5U.'1rly p;;,olu<l ~.ttui<"; au:La>.:.la do aot 
display this siintficance (Tabl• 15B). 
It mt~t ife postt.<lat•c1, the~\, th<lt e,,&~ :ind e;1pecidly neutron r.,,.oiatiOll 
has die pot<l!ntirtl to atbn.ll&te the iJu!>mendib:..lar ~la.m~s of expilsed ltlice.. 
Tlt:b is evidenced by the tr~ud towa:r•J ~n iri.cre•se in the nuwbers oi l.:..iJded 
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cells. Whether this increase in tiiitosis iii a direct or indirect res:J.lt 
of the whole body exposure cannot, in this co»text, be stated with certainty. 
On the other hand, it might be argued that while the dose rate and 
Ir;:!Ction.:ition schedules are proteetive, the protraction period, especially 
for neutron&, permits little or no time for recovery from suhmicroscopically 
induced injury. In terms of the doae response curve, the 1&boulder ia wide, 
the slope 1s shallow, ana the dos~ (D0) id high inui~ating an accumulHtion 
of subhthal damage. Sub1nandibular gland cells, though rebtively resistant 
co rao1at:ion (long G1), probably are killed during the 2.!~ week exposure 
period. Th&~e cells represent those in the more sensitive periods of the 
inte1·phase (S) and at first> because of the protracted irradiation, are not 
replaced. The tendency toward incre.ased mitotic rate observed at sac-
rifice presumably repretents an adjustment of the glandular population fol-
lowing damage in which cells killed during the radiation pbade are replaced. 
Tb.e gland, taerefore, appeers to be in a state of recovery following the 24 
week exposure period. Cells contributing to this recovery probably enter 
the division cycle from the non aynthesi~ing (G0 ) corepartment. 
If other gro~ps oi animals, similarly exposed, were to be exaained at 
post•irradiation intervals either more proximally or further removed from the 
24 week exposure regime, the question of radiation dataage might be furtller 
resolved. Lastly, it IB&Y be stated that the present study indicates that 
gaDlt.OG. radiation appear~ less efticient than neutron expoaure in producing 
subcellular lesions in the cells of the gland in question. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMt\RY 1'.ND CONCLUSIONS 
The efficiency of low dose rate fractionated> protracted, whole body 
gamma and tieutron irradiation in the production of pathology of the sub-
mandibula.r gland was investigated in BCF1 mice. A total of 153 male mice 
were subjected to 900 galflBIQ rads or 300 neutron rads, based on an R.B.E. 
factor of 3 for neutrons, in one of several fractionated regimes over a 
period of 24 weeks. Neutron irradiated animals were sacrificed at 4, 12, 
and 20 weeks post-irradiation. Based on a lot mortality, gamma irradiated 
animals were sacrificed at 26, 34, and 42 weeks. Excised mouse submandibular 
glands ~ere prepared for histological evaluation using either the hematoxylin 
and eosin, the periodic acid achiff, or the alcian blue methods. Hema-
toxylin and eosin stained sections were inspected for both tissue and cell-
ular damage while the histocheuiical methods provided a qualitative indication 
of disruption of secretory function. Sections stained histochemically or 
with hematoxylin and eosin displayed no visible nicroscopic damage. 
Animals given l microcurte per gram body weight of tritium labeled 
thymidine having an activity of 0.36 curie per millimole were examined 
radioautographically by labeled cell count. The labeled cell indices thus 
generated and statistically evaluated demonstrated that the differences 
between irradiated and control animals were not significant although the 
glands displayed a tendency toward increased labeling after exposure, 
especially in the neutron group. This trend indicated that parenehymal 
cells, probably killed during the 24 week irradiation period, were being 
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replaced during the post-irradiation sacrifice intervals. Cells in the 
G0 compartment could be implicated in this recovery. 
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SU'BMANDI'BUL''l.R GLAND - BCF 1 MOUSE 
Figure l Photomicrograph x400: Control Specimen 
Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) 
This section of neutron control gland, taken from an 
animal sacrificed at 32 weeks post-irradiation, is 
typical. Note the deeply staining basophilic nuclei 
of the acinar cells between the prominent secretory 
tubules. 1\n excretory duct i.3 visible in the top 
center of the photograph. 
Figure 2 Photomicrograph x400: Neutron Irradiated Specimen 
Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) 
In this section of neutron irradiated gland, obtained 
at the 32 week interval, note the absence of demon• 
strat9ble histopathology. 
APPENDIX 
PL: Ti I 
Figure 1 
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Photomicrograph x400: Representative Section 
Alcian Blue 
Note the weakly positive (blue) character of 
the intertubular connective tissue. 
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PLAT.E II 
SUBr'.i: NiHBUU,R GL\ND - BCl! l MOUSE 
PhotOt'!:lic!'ograph x400: Reprut!ntative Sectiori 
Periodic ~cid Schiff (P .A.S.) 
Observe the highly positive (magel1ta) re.action 
displayed by the acini. 
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PU.TE III 
• 
l'kotm1d.c.i-o&J'apa x400: Repruq,:1,Ut:lv.;:- 'kct Ln; 
R.adim.1\.!t;.>graphk r~ch1L~'{ue 
'?brae t7p1eall1 labeled cell• ean l:>e aeen in 
the photogr«pb. Black, reduced sllver halide 
granules ov.rlie these po•ltive nuclei. 
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